I have received emails that state the following;
--- Digital Meters are a good alternative to Smart-Meters
--- Digital Meters do not produce Dirty Electricity
--- Eric (in Florida) is an engineer and Bau Biologist
--- Eric (in Florida) has tested many Digital Meters and found that they do not produce Dirty
Electricity
Since I am in the EMF mitigation business (with my brother) I know Bau Biologists all over the
country. It took me one minute to locate the mysterious "Eric".
He name is Eric Billitier. He is a professional in EMF mitigation and Certified as a Bau Biologist.
As such he is an expert EMF Technician. His website is;
http://aesolutions.info/
I called Eric. We talked for 1 1/2 hours. We have quite a bit in common. He is a seasoned
professional, and highly knowledgeable in EMF mitigation and as such is a true humanitarian. It
was a privilege to make his acquaintance.
Eric and I discussed Digital Meters. We both agreed that they produce Dirty Electricity, because
they are powered by a switch-mode power supply. While Eric has tested many Smart-Meters and
has performed detailed logging of the EMF radiation of said Smart-Meters, he has never tested a
Digital Meter.
Eric was contacted several times from people in Fairfield. He offered opinions in response to
questions, and then suddenly found himself in the middle of a squabble between Fairfield residents.
Further, the remarks that were attributed to him were quite inaccurate.
An Aside; Sadly this is reminiscent of the inaccurate email statements and opinions attributed to
Mike at Lisco, just a week ago!
Eric does not wish to be a part of the Fairfield "situation". Please refrain from attempting to contact
him. If you do contact him, he will tell you to "check with Robert".
Eric is helping people day in and day out in his local area. He is a source of knowledge of many
"building biology" effects included, but not limited to EMF-related areas. He is skilled in a variety
of testing techniques and possesses various professional instruments.
Please let him help the world as he chooses-to and don't involve him in Fairfield topics.
Summary of Inaccuracies In The Emails and Posts Associated With Digital Meters
--- Digital Meters do not produce Dirty Electricity. In fact, they do produce Dirty Electricity
--- Eric is an Engineer. In fact he is a Certified Bau Biologist, but not an Engineer.
--- Eric has tested Digital Meters and found that they do not produce Dirty Electricity. In fact Eric
has never tested any Digital Meters. Eric and myself know that Digital Meters must produce Dirty
Electricity because they are powered from a switch mode power supply.
Signed: Robert Palma, President/Chief Engineer, Midwest Research Corp.

